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Abstract 
In this paper, we propose a generic scheme which instruments a formal protocol specifi
cation automatically to enhance the testability of the implementation. This approach is 
a special case of design for testability. It is cost-effective considering the entire cycle of 
protocol development. The advantage of automatic instrumentation is that the user need 
not pay special attention to testing problems in the design phase. Unlike most other tech
niques, our scheme also works with existing protocol specifications since it does not affect 
the original design. Our models address the problems of controllability and observability, 
and can handle both sequential and concurrent formal protocol specifications. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The world's market for computer products is becoming very competitive. In order to win 
market share, some companies are changing the entire production cycle from a sequential 
one (called waterfall model) to a parallel model. The so-called concurrent engineering 
practice [IEEE 91] has emerged in recent years with the aim of making the entire pro
duction cycle as parallel and integrated as possible based on many considerations such as 
manufacturability, testability, performance, quality, installability, reliability, safety, and 
serviceability. The concept is based on the premise that if these aspects are taken into 
consideration in the design phase, the total cost and time of the production cycle will be 
significantly reduced. So far, most of the work on concurrent engineering has been focussed 
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on hardware products. This paper addresses the design for testability of communication 
protocols based on formal specifications. 

Design for testability on hardware, especially chip testing, is quite mature [Fujiw 85]. In 
fact, some techniques have been standardized. Chips that are built following the standards 
can be tested more easily, precisely and in a cost-effective manner using standard tech
niques through Test Access Ports [Parke 89]. The approach can be classified as gray-box 
testing, which is in between white-box and black-box testing, as it allows partial access 
in a controlled fashion to the internals of the system. 

The ultimate objectives of both hardware and software testability are similar: avoid 
or minimize the state space explosion problem in order to reduce the time and cost of 
testing. However, there are major differences between hardware and software with respect 
to the testing process [Hoffm 89]. The differences are mainly due to the fact that in 
hardware testing, we would like to determine whether an implementation (such as a chip) 
is an accurate copy of the circuit design since the correctness of the circuit design has 
been established in an earlier verification process. This is because implementations from 
the proven valid design may still contain serious errors introduced in the manufacturing 
process. On the other hand, for software, once an implementation is proven correct by 
testing, copies of the same implementation are always correct. In addition, hardware 
consisting of distributed circuits or boards often has a single physical global clock which 
is difficult to provide for software running in a distributed system. 

Communication protocols are inherently distributed and concurrent. Understanding 
and analyzing concurrent programs (or specifications) are much harder than those for 
sequential ones because the execution order of the sequential programs is fixed (or totally 
ordered) for a given set ~f inputs. Since Lamport's pioneering work [Lampo 78], there has 
been considerable research on the study of concurrency, logical clocks and global states in 
distributed systems. The logical clock [Matte 89, Fidge 91] is a common technique used 
to determine whether or not two events are concurrent. 

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the International Telecom
munication Union - Telecommunication (ITU-T) have developed formal description tech
niques (FDTs), viz., Estelle, LOTOS, and SDL [ISOb, ISOc, ITU], for specification of 
communication protocols and services in order to avoid the ambiguity of standard docu
ments written in English. The FDTs can be used in the design phase for providing precise 
description of the products and for rapid prototyping. In this paper, we assume that the 
implementations are done according to the design described by an FDT, including the 
modular structure. In the case of automatic implementation of a protocol from a formal 
specification, the assumption is usually valid. Even when manually implementing a pro
tocol from a design described by an FDT, the implementation process is easier and more 
straightforward if the modular structure of the formal specification is followed. 

The main contributions of this paper are: 

• Automatic instrumentation of formal specifications with respect to design for testabil
ity, 

• Provision of a practical view of controllability and observability of an implementation 
under test (IUT) following a formal specification, 

• Ability to handle both sequential and concurrent specifications, and 
• Provision of a mechanism for error location. 
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys some related work on 
design for testability. The generic instrumentation schemes for testability in terms of con
trollability and observability on sequential specifications, and controllability on concurrent 
specifications are presented in Section 3. In order to provide observability on concurrent 
specifications, a formal model is proposed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the 
paper. 

2 RELATED WORK 

Existing work does not offer a standard mechanism which provides testability for formal 
specifications. The following is a brief survey of some papers on design for testability of 
software, and in particular, protocols. 

Dssouli and Fournier [Dssou 90J suggested a modification in the software development 
process to accommodate the notion of testability between the implementation phase and 
the design phase of the software development cycle. By comparison, our model provides a 
generic approach to supporting design for testability on formal specification by automatic 
instrumentation. 

After investigating the meaning of software testability formally, Freedman [Freed 91J 
defined domain testability by applying the concepts of observability and controllability 
which are used in assessing the testability of hardware components to software. A domain 
testable program is observable and controllable in that it does not exhibit any test input
output inconsistencies. This concept applies to sequential programs (or specifications) 
only. 

Ellsberger and Kristoffersen [Ellsb 92J identified some aspects of SDL specifications that 
are difficult to test, i.e., asynchronous communication, the time model, and nondetermin
ism. They also presented suggestions for improving testability in these aspects of SDL 
which are difficult to be generalized to other specification techniques. 

Petrenko and Dssouli [Petre 93J proposed a testability metric based on Finite State 
Machines (FSM) under the complete fault coverage assumption. The metric can be applied 
to multiple FSMs. 

In [Vuong 93J, a framework was presented with respect to the factors that affect testing 
and testability of communication protocols in the context of analysis, design, implementa
tion, and testing phases of the protocol engineering cycle. While the framework provides 
a good basis to reason about protocol design for testability, no detailed solution is given 
that is directly usable on specifications given in FDTs. 

ITU-T and ISO have created a task force on "Formal Methods in Conformance Test
ing"[FMCTJ. Specification styles for testability are proposed. The style is a guideline for 
increasing the testability of specifications given in FDTs. There is no easy way to automate 
the recommendations. 

3 INSTRUMENTATION SCHEMES TO ENHANCE TESTABILITY 

In the ISO conformance testing methodology, an JUT is viewed as a black-box for testing 
purposes [ISOaJ. The protocol specification may consist of a single module (i.e., sequential) 
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or multiple modules (i.e., concurrent). Again, we assume that an FDT is used in the design 
phase and the modular structure described by the FDT is preserved in the implementation. 

The objective of design for testability for protocols is to provide precise and efficient 
ways of testing the protocol implementation (i.e., the IUT). We believe that testing will 
be made much easier if some internal behavior of the IUT are exposed to the testers, i.e., 
treating the IUT as a gray-box for testing purposes. Even though we consider the IUT 
as a gray-box, there are inherent uncertainties due to nondeterminism. The sources of 
nondeterminisms are summarized below: 

1. Nondeterminism in the specification: In order to make the specification concise and pro
vide flexibility to the implementors, FDTs allow the specification of nondeterministic 
actions. These intentional nondeterministic actions can be translated into determinis
tic ones during the implementation phase in a standard way (like the translation from 
Nondeterministic Finite State Automata to Deterministic Finite State Automata). 

PO Portl 

Port4 

Port2 - -, 

Port3 

Figure 1 Points of observation. 

2. Nondeterminism arising from the concurrent environment: Concurrent behavior in dis
tributed systems is difficult to specify and analyze. In a distributed system, it is gen
erally not possible to determine the total order of events in the system because of the 
lack of a global clock. Only the partial order of events in the system can be computed, 
and for concurrent events there is no general way of telling which one has occurred first 
[Kim 93]. This unintentional nondeterminism is inherent in distributed systems. 

3. Nondeterminism due to the black-box approach: The order of messages observed from 
the Points of Observation (PO) and/or the Points of Control and Observation (PCO) 
between modules as shown in Figure 1 does not always correspond to the order of event 
occurrences caused by these messages inside the IUT. 
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For example, consider two input messages where the input message at port 1 arrives 
at the IUT earlier than the input message at port 2. However, the messages may be 
executed in the reverse order of arrival. In order to determine the right order, we may 
need to enumerate every possible combination of message inputs and outputs beforehand 
and compare them with the observed behavior. This unintentional nondeterminism may 
cause state space explosion in trace analysis. 

Controllability and observability can be applied at three levels: data, transition and 
module. Controllability (observability) on data means the ability to assign (print) values to 
(of) internal variables or parameters of the interaction primitives. However, in the context 
of conformance testing, it is not valid to modify the internal data. Controllability at the 
transition/module level is the ability to select specific transitions/modules for testing. 
Observability at the transition/module level refers to the ability to observe the execution 
order of the transitions/modules. In this paper, we propose techniques for controllability 
and observability at the transition and the module levels only. To simplify the discussion, 
we assume that each module is described in Normal Form Specification (NFS) [Sarik 87]. 
The NFS is written in Estelle [ISOb] which consists of a single module without procedures, 
functions, and while statements. 

3.1 Overall framework 

Formal specifications with enhanced testability can be produced by an automatic instru
mentation process on the original formal specifications as shown in Figure 2. The instru
mentation schemes proposed are generic in the sense that they work for all specifications 
that satisfy the assumptions given in the previous section. Therefore, the process relieves 
the protocol designer from having to be concerned with testability issues in the design 
phase. The instrumented specification can be used to generate the implementation with 
enhanced controllability and observability automatically (or semi-automatically) using 
existing tools, or manually. 

I 
I 

Y I Implementation 

Automatic 
Instrumentation 

\---.-1 
Formal Specifications instrumented 
for Controllability and Observability 

Implementation with enhanced 

Controllability and Observability 

Figure 2 Overall framework. 

3.2 Controllability on sequential specification 

The issue here is to be able to select the proper transition to be tested. For controllability 
on a sequential specification, we propose that each transition be instrumented by ap
pending a particular condition just after the PROVIDED clause (if exists). The condition 
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is used to select a particular transition out of possibly more than one candidate transi
tions due to nondeterminism. The instrumented specification will also work for existing 
testers not designed to take advantage of the proposed scheme. However, in that case, the 
selection of nondeterministic transitions cannot be controlled. 

The scheme is very simple and is given below. Operations 1, 2 and 3 below are just 
to specify if the controllability feature should be activated. Operation 4 says that if the 
existing condition for firing a condition is satisfied and the controllability option is se
lected, then the transition is fired only if it is the transition specified. Note that the 
instrumentation does not add illegal behaviour not permitted by the original specifica
tion. Its only function is to select a transition out of a set of possible transitions (due to 
nondeterminism) for testing. 

Rules for instrumentation: 

1. Interaction primitives "TEST ..control" and "TEST _uncontrol" are included in the chan
nel interaction primitives of a sequential specification. 

2. The global variable "TEST sar_control = 0" and state set "stateset all = [list...of....a.ll...JItatesj" 
are defined. 

3. The following transitions are added. IT the sequential specification or the IUT receives 
"TEST ..control" / "TEST -1lncontrol" at whatever state when we need to control/not 
to control the specification or IUT, set the global variable "TEST _var..control = 
1" / "TEST_var..control = 0", respectively. 

from all 
when TEST_control 
begin 

TEST_var_control 1j 
end 

from all 
when TEST_uncontrol 
begin 

TEST_var_control = OJ 
end 

4. A particular condition is appended to the existing condition in the PROVIDED clause 
as follows: 

PROVIDED (existing_condition) AND ({!TEST_var_control) DR 
(Input_Primitive.Data = id_of_tr» 

In order to run an IUT with/without the controllability feature, interaction 
primitives 
"TEST ..control" / "TEST _uncontrol" are provided. For example, if the feature is to be 
activated, the interaction primitive "TEST _control" is sent by the tester to the IUT. In 
that case, the global variable "TEST _var_control" is set to '1' which is used in Operation 
4. 

By using transition identifier "id...oLtr" in the data field of the input interaction prim
itive "Input..Primitive.Data", a particular transition can be selected to be fired. Note 
that no additional PCO is used. IT we use an additional PCO for controllability, we will 
encounter unintentional nondeterminism arising from the concurrent environment as dis
cussed in Section 3. For this reason, the information for controllability is stored in the 
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data field of the interaction primitives. This approach is different from testability in hard
ware. Hardware testing supports additional POOs since a global physical clock is usually 
available. 

3.3 Observability on sequential specification 

In order to deal with the problems of unintentional nondeterminism due to the black
box approach described in Section 3, an additional output statement with a message 
identifying the transition that has just been executed is inserted at the end of every 
transition in the Estelle (NFS) specification. For each module, this output statement is 
directed to a particular port (PO) created for the purpose of observation where a log of 
the trace will be recorded. The trace provides the precise execution order of transitions 
within the module independent of the number of interaction ports in the module. Note 
that for debugging as well as for testing purposes, it is desirable to have a trace of the 
execution events even when the controllability feature is used. 

The scheme for observability on sequential specification is given below. The instrumen
tation does not change the semantics of the original specification as only output statements 
are added. Again, the scheme allows the observability feature to be 'turned off' so that 
the instrumented specification can work with conventional testers. 

1. Interaction primitives "TEST ..observe" and "TEST _unobserve" are included in the 
channel interaction primitives of a sequential specification. 

2. Global variable "TEST sar..observe = 0" and state set "stateset all = ~isLof...a.lLstatesl" 
are defined. 

3. The following transitions are added in the specification. If the sequential specification 
or the IUT receives "TEST ..observe" / "TEST _unobserve" on whatever states, set the 
global variable "TEST_var..observe = 1" / "TESTsar..observe = 0", respectively. 

from all 
when TEST_observe 
begin 

TEST_var_observe 1; 
end 

from all 
when TEST_unobserve 
begin 

TEST_var_observe = 0; 
end 

4. At the end of each transition, the following statement is inserted. The statement out
puts to a particular PO ("PO..one" say) an interaction primitive "OBSERVE" whose 
parameter is the identifier of the transition "id..oUr" . 

Interaction primitives "TEST ..observe" / "TEST _unobserve" are provided in order 
to select/unselect the observability feature. If the feature is needed, the tester sends 
the interaction primitive "TEST..observe" to the IUT. In that case, the global vari
able "TEST _var..observe" is set to 1 which is used in Operation 4. If the performance 
of the IUT is critical or we do not need to observe the IUT, the interaction primitive 
"TEST_unobserve" is sent instead. 
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The proposed mecha.nisms also allow us to control a.nd observe sponta.neous tra.nsitions 
as well as tra.nsitions containing timers which are difficult problems in conforma.nce testing. 
Debugging a.nd error location are also made easier since a complete trace of the transition 
path is maintained. 

3.4 Controllability for concurrent specification 

Since a.n NFS specification consists of a single module, we view a concurrent specifica
tion as consisting of multiple NFSs. According to our assumption, a.n JUT derived from 
a concurrent specification retains the modular structure of the concurrent specification. 
Also we assume that Estelle, which is the description technique of NFS, supports param
eters in the configuration statements (such as init, connect, attach, release, disconnect, 
a.nd detach) in order to simplify the discussion. Controllability in the concurrent environ
ment mea.ns the ability to select a set of specific modules to be tested. The scheme for 
controllability of concurrent specification is presented below. 

1. For those interaction ports which are not exposed to the outside environment, mir
rored interaction ports (MIPs) with the same interaction primitives are created in the 
outermost module as shown in the example in Figure 3. 

--. :MIP 

Figure 3 Mirrored interaction ports. 

2. Depending on which modules are to be tested, we need to configure the modular struc
ture of the JUT accordingly. Thus a capability for dynamic configuration of the module 
structure is needed. 

A way to do this is to provide the following instrumenta.tion: 

stateset all = [list_of_all_states]j 
DATA = ... j 
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STATEMENTI'YPE = (INIT, CONNECT, ATTACH, RELEASE, DISCONNECT, DETACH) 
channel examp1e(user, provider) 
by user 

CONFIGURE(ACTION:STATEMENTTYPEj DATA_A j DATA , DATA_B:DATA)j 

from all 
when X.CONFIGURE 
provided ACTION = INIT 

begin 
init DATA_A with DATA_Bj 

end 

from all 
when X.CONFIGURE 
provided ACTION = CONNECT 

begin 
connect DATA_A to DATA_Bj 

end 

Since all configuration statements of Estelle are provided through the interaction prim
itive "CONFIGURE" and its parameters "ACTION", "DATA.A" and "DATA.-B", it is 
possible to configure the IUT dynamically at any time. The interaction port "X" can 
either be a port in the original formal specification or a MIP in the formal specification 
that has been transformed for testability. For example, if we want to initialize a module in 
an IUT, we send the interaction primitive "CONFIGURE" to the module with ACTION 
"INIT" , module variables in "DATA.A" and module type in "DATA..B". 

Alternately, we may enumerate every possible combination of modules, and then make 
a set of transitions providing a configuration capability for each combination. This scheme 
may cause transition explosion if the number of modules is large, but will not need the 
assumption that parameters are supported in the configuration statements of Estelle. 

A formal model is proposed in the following section to deal with the problem of observ
ability based on concurrent specification. 

4 FORMAL MODEL 

In this section, we shall use the term module to mean an implementation executing as a 
single process. Let us assume that a concurrent module Meane consists of a set of sequential 
modules Ml , ••• , Mi , ... , M,,; a concurrent formal specification Same consists of a set of 
sequential formal specifications 51, ... , Si, ... , 5,,; and, a concurrent trace Tcanc from M"""" 
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consists of a set of sequential traces T1 , .'" Ti, ... , Tn from individual modules Ml, ... , 
Mi , ... , Mn (See Figure 4). The concurrent formal specification Scone is assumed to be 
error-free and conform to the standards. 

Definition 1 A sequential trace Ti of module Mi consists of a chronologically ordered 
sequence of event vectors t~, k = 1, 2, .... If Mi has p interaction ports, then the event 
vector t~ = «in~lJ out~l)' ... , (in~p, out~,p» where inti and outti are the input and 
output messages respectively at interaction port j associated with the k-th event vector 
in trace 'r.. inti and outti may be null. 

Notice that we have a trace structure equivalent to the one presented in our earlier 
paper [Kim 91] which dealt with trace analysis based on single modules. An event vector 
consists of zero or one input, and x output messages where 0 < x < p. 

Definition 2 A sequential module Mi is pointwise conformant to the formal specification 
Si on an event vector t~ if the behavior of the event vector is permissible (i.e., contained) 
in the specification. This is denoted as pconf(Mi' Si, t~). 

Note that even if more than one path (or transition) of the specification satisfies the 
event vector, the pconf relation still holds based on the above definition. 

Definition 3 A trace Ti conforms to the sequential module Mi, written as cunf.eq(Mi, 
8i, 'r.) iff pconf(Mi' 8i, t~) for all t~ in 'r.. 

The sequential trace Ti from Definition 1 consists of the external behavior of a module 
Mi with respect to its environment (i.e., the other modules). If cunf.eq(Mi, Si, Ti) is valid, 
the trace Ti conforms to the specification of Mi. In addition, the input/output messages 
to/from the other modules in 'r. are also valid since we assume that Scone is error-free. 

Definition 4 A concurrent trace Tcone of a concurrent module Mcone conforms to the con
current specification Scone of Mcone , written as cunfcone(Mcone , Scone, Tcone) iff cunf.eq(MlJ 
SlJ T1 ) /I ... /I cunf.eq(Mi, Si, Ti) /I ... /I cunf .. q(Mn, Sn, Tn), i.e., /li=l cunf.eq(Mi, Si, 
T;). 

Note that the trace analysis proposed does not depend on the communication scheme 
(synchronous or asynchronous). The trace analysis of concurrent modules with respect 
to concurrent formal specifications provides verdicts based on a set of trace analyses of 
single modules with sequential formal specifications. 

Since there are two types of problems that could arise in a concurrent (or distributed) 
environment but not in a sequential environment, namely deadlocks and data races, we 
need to show how they can be detected. A concurrency model was proposed for this pur
pose based on time-event sequence diagrams [Kim 93]. To detect data races, we note that 
a set of cunf.eq{Mi, Si, 'r.), i.e., trace analyses with respect to the single modules in the 
system, enable us to construct the time-event sequence diagram used by the concurrency 
model. The concurrency model provides a way to identify the sets of concurrent events 
which can be checked for data races by determining if there are read/write or write/write 
conflicts to shared variables. An example in Ada is given in [Kim 93]. The external be
havior (i.e., a trace T) of a module M which does not conform to its specification S may 
cause deadlocks. Deadlock detection depends on the communication scheme used. In the 
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Figure 4 Trace analysis based on concurrent specifications. 

synchronous scheme, non-conformance in terms of input or output message may lead to 
deadlocks. However, asynchronous schemes will not cause deadlocks even though input or 
output messages from a module M do not conform to the specification S. This is because 
asynchronous messages do not block and wait, thus removing a necessary condition for 
deadlock to occur. So far, most of the work in protocol testing has been concerned with 
the sequential aspects of protocols. The ideas presented in this section is a first step in 
dealing with testing of concurrent modules which is an extension of our previous work 
on trace analysis of sequential module [Kim 91]. More research is needed to work out the 
theory and to build the tools. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The ISO conformance testing methodology treats an IUT as a black-box which may con
sist of one or more modules. This makes testing difficult since nondeterminism may arise 
from the tester's point of view because internal actions are not observable. In this paper, 
we have proposed a generic scheme to provide precise and efficient means of instrumenting 
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the formal specification to enhance controllability and observability in testing protocol im
plementations consisting of a single module. A framework for testing multiple concurrent 
modules is also presented. The proposed schemes can work with existing specifications and 
testers also. To our knowledge, this is the first work that has adopted this approach. Fu
ture work includes techniques for data level design for testability (so that we can pinpoint 
the cause of an error), and the theory and tools to test concurrent modules. 
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